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Product name: Bell+ 30 P1 
Type: Pendant 
Colour: Oak-black
Item no.: D10P130703
EAN: 57 09349 025143
Width: 30 cm
Depth: 30 cm
Height: 30 cm
Watt-Socket-Volt: 100W - E27 - 240V 
Light source: Excl. 
Installation: IP20, class II, 3m black textile cable, with canopy
Material: Aluminium shade / oak wood bar

Bell+ is a lamp that confronts our usual perception of lamps as something static. Thomas Holst Madsen has designed a contemporary lamp 
which is ideal for use in restaurants, cafés, hotels, retail stores, conference rooms and private homes. The simple suspension, the imple-
mentation of a bar on which the shade hangs and the addition of the tilting function has created a unique lamp. The distribution of light 
is essential to the design and the lighting effects generated through the sides and top of Bell+ were important design features from the 
beginning. Bell+ is more than a lamp!

BELL+ 30 P1 / design by Thomas Holst Madsen

D10P130702 Oak-white
D10P130703 Oak-black
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Canopy Ø10,5 cm

Included Accessories

Maintenance: 
Please use luke-warm water with a mild 
detergent to clean the lamp. 
Make sure the cloth is well-wrung.
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Bell+ 30 P1 Bell+ 30 P1

Product name: Bell+ 30 P1 
Type: Pendant 
Colour: Oak-white
Item no.: D10P130702
EAN: 57 09349 025136
Width: 30 cm
Depth: 30 cm
Height: 30 cm
Watt-Socket-Volt: 100W - E27 - 240V 
Light source: Excl. 
Installation: IP20, class II, 3m white textile cable, with canopy
Material: Aluminium shade, plastic canopy, oak bar

Bell+ is a lamp that confronts our usual perception of lamps as something static. Thomas Holst Madsen has designed a contemporary lamp 
which is ideal for use in restaurants, cafés, hotels, retail stores, conference rooms and private homes. The simple suspension, the imple-
mentation of a bar on which the shade hangs and the addition of the tilting function has created a unique lamp. The distribution of light 
is essential to the design and the lighting effects generated through the sides and top of Bell+ were important design features from the 
beginning. Bell+ is more than a lamp!

BELL+ 30 P1 / design by Thomas Holst Madsen

D10P130702 Oak-white
D10P130703 Oak-black
D10P1307017 Oak-copper
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Bell+ 20 P1 Bell+ 20 P1

Product name: Bell+ 20 P1 
Type: Pendant 
Colour: Oak-black
Item no.: D10P120703
EAN: 57 09349 025112
Width: 20 cm
Depth: 20 cm 
Height: 20 cm 
Watt-Socket-Volt: 60W - E27 - 240V 
Light source: Excl. 
Installation: IP20, class II, 3m black textile cable, with canopy
Material: Aluminium shade, plastic canopy, oak bar

Bell+ is a lamp that confronts our usual perception of lamps as something static. Thomas Holst Madsen has designed a contemporary lamp 
which is ideal for use in restaurants, cafés, hotels, retail stores, conference rooms and private homes. The simple suspension, the imple-
mentation of a bar on which the shade hangs and the addition of the tilting function has created a unique lamp. The distribution of light 
is essential to the design and the lighting effects generated through the sides and top of Bell+ were important design features from the 
beginning. Bell+ is more than a lamp!

BELL+ 20 P1 / design by Thomas Holst Madsen

D10P120702 Oak-white
D10P120703 Oak-black
D10P1207017 Oak-copper
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Bell+ 20 P1 Bell+ 20 P1

D10P120702 Oak-white
D10P120703 Oak-black
D10P1207017 Oak-copper

Product name: Bell+ 20 P1 
Type: Pendant 
Colour: Oak-white
Item no.: D10P120702
EAN: 57 09349 025105
Width: 20 cm
Depth: 20 cm 
Height: 20 cm 
Watt-Socket-Volt: 60W - E27 - 240V 
Light source: Excl. 
Installation: IP20, class II, 3m white textile cable, with canopy
Material: Aluminium shade, plastic canopy, oak bar

Bell+ is a lamp that confronts our usual perception of lamps as something static. Thomas Holst Madsen has designed a contemporary lamp 
which is ideal for use in restaurants, cafés, hotels, retail stores, conference rooms and private homes. The simple suspension, the imple-
mentation of a bar on which the shade hangs and the addition of the tilting function has created a unique lamp. The distribution of light 
is essential to the design and the lighting effects generated through the sides and top of Bell+ were important design features from the 
beginning. Bell+ is more than a lamp!

BELL+ 20 P1 / design by Thomas Holst Madsen
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Bell+ 30 P1 Bell+ 30 P1

Product name: Bell+ 30 P1 
Type: Pendant 
Colour: Oak-copper
Item no.: D10P1307017
EAN: 57 09349 025150
Width: 30 cm
Depth: 30 cm
Height: 30 cm
Watt-Socket-Volt: 100W - E27 - 240V 
Light source: Excl. 
Installation: IP20, class II, 3m black textile cable, with canopy
Material: Aluminium shade, plastic canopy, oak bar

Bell+ is a lamp that confronts our usual perception of lamps as something static. Thomas Holst Madsen has designed a contemporary lamp 
which is ideal for use in restaurants, cafés, hotels, retail stores, conference rooms and private homes. The simple suspension, the imple-
mentation of a bar on which the shade hangs and the addition of the tilting function has created a unique lamp. The distribution of light 
is essential to the design and the lighting effects generated through the sides and top of Bell+ were important design features from the 
beginning. Bell+ is more than a lamp!

BELL+ 30 P1 / design by Thomas Holst Madsen

D10P130702 Oak-white
D10P130703 Oak-black
D10P1307017 Oak-copper
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Bell+ 70 P1

Product name: Bell+ 70 P1 
Type: Pendant 
Colour: Oak-black
Item no.: D10P170703
EAN: 57 09349 025198
Width: 70 cm
Depth: 70 cm
Height: 70 cm
Watt-Socket-Volt: 100W - E27 - 240V 
Light source: Excl. 
Installation: IP20, class II, 3m black textile cable, with canopy
Material: Aluminium shade, plastic canopy, oak bar

Bell+ is a lamp that confronts our usual perception of lamps as something static. Thomas Holst Madsen has designed a contemporary lamp 
which is ideal for use in restaurants, cafés, hotels, retail stores, conference rooms and private homes. The simple suspension, the imple-
mentation of a bar on which the shade hangs and the addition of the tilting function has created a unique lamp. The distribution of light 
is essential to the design and the lighting effects generated through the sides and top of Bell+ were important design features from the 
beginning. Bell+ is more than a lamp!

BELL+ 70 P1 / design by Thomas Holst Madsen

D10P170702 Oak-white
D10P170703 Oak-black
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Bell+ 50 P1

Product name: Bell+ 50 P1 
Type: Pendant 
Colour: Oak-black
Item no.: D10P150703
EAN: 57 09349 025174
Width: 50 cm
Depth: 50 cm
Height: 50 cm
Watt-Socket-Volt: 100W - E27 - 240V 
Light source: Excl. 
Installation: IP20, class II, 3m black textile cable, with canopy
Material: Aluminium shade, plastic canopy, oak bar

Bell+ is a lamp that confronts our usual perception of lamps as something static. Thomas Holst Madsen has designed a contemporary lamp 
which is ideal for use in restaurants, cafés, hotels, retail stores, conference rooms and private homes. The simple suspension, the imple-
mentation of a bar on which the shade hangs and the addition of the tilting function has created a unique lamp. The distribution of light 
is essential to the design and the lighting effects generated through the sides and top of Bell+ were important design features from the 
beginning. Bell+ is more than a lamp!

BELL+ 50 P1 / design by Thomas Holst Madsen

D10P150702 Oak-white
D10P150703 Oak-black
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Bell+ 70 P1

D10P170702 Oak-white
D10P170703 Oak-black

Product name: Bell+ 70 P1 
Type: Pendant 
Colour: Oak-white
Item no.: D10P170702
EAN: 57 09349 025181
Width: 70 cm
Depth: 70 cm
Height: 70 cm
Watt-Socket-Volt: 100W - E27 - 240V 
Light source: Excl. 
Installation: IP20, class II, 3m white textile cable, with canopy
Material: Aluminium shade, plastic canopy, oak bar

Bell+ is a lamp that confronts our usual perception of lamps as something static. Thomas Holst Madsen has designed a contemporary lamp 
which is ideal for use in restaurants, cafés, hotels, retail stores, conference rooms and private homes. The simple suspension, the imple-
mentation of a bar on which the shade hangs and the addition of the tilting function has created a unique lamp. The distribution of light 
is essential to the design and the lighting effects generated through the sides and top of Bell+ were important design features from the 
beginning. Bell+ is more than a lamp!

BELL+ 70 P1 / design by Thomas Holst Madsen
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Bell+ 50 P1

Product name: Bell+ 50 P1 
Type: Pendant 
Colour: Oak-white
Item no.: D10P150702
EAN: 57 09349 025167
Width: 50 cm
Depth: 50 cm
Height: 50 cm
Watt-Socket-Volt: 100W - E27 - 240V 
Light source: Excl. 
Installation: IP20, class II, 3m white textile cable, with canopy
Material: Aluminium shade, plastic canopy, oak bar

Bell+ is a lamp that confronts our usual perception of lamps as something static. Thomas Holst Madsen has designed a contemporary lamp 
which is ideal for use in restaurants, cafés, hotels, retail stores, conference rooms and private homes. The simple suspension, the imple-
mentation of a bar on which the shade hangs and the addition of the tilting function has created a unique lamp. The distribution of light 
is essential to the design and the lighting effects generated through the sides and top of Bell+ were important design features from the 
beginning. Bell+ is more than a lamp!

BELL+ 50 P1 / design by Thomas Holst Madsen

D10P150702 Oak-white
D10P150703 Oak-black
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